The spatial structure of genetic diversity underlying social variation is a critical determinant of how cooperation and conflict evolve. Here we investigated whether natural social groups of the cooperative soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus harbor internal genetic and phenotypic variation and thus the potential for social conflict between interacting cells. Ten M. xanthus fruiting bodies isolated from soil were surveyed for variation in multiple social phenotypes and genetic loci, and patterns of diversity within and across fruiting body groups were examined. Eight of the 10 fruiting bodies were found to be internally diverse, with four exhibiting significant variation in social swarming phenotypes and five harboring large variation in the number of spores produced by member clones in pure culture. However, genetic variation within fruiting bodies was much lower than across fruiting bodies, suggesting that migration across even spatially proximate groups is limited relative to mutational generation of persisting endemic diversity. Our results simultaneously highlight the potential for social conflict within Myxococcus social groups and the possibility of social coevolution among diverse related lineages that are clustered in space and cotransmitted across generations.
The spatial structure of genetic diversity underlying social variation is a critical determinant of how cooperation and conflict evolve. Here we investigated whether natural social groups of the cooperative soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus harbor internal genetic and phenotypic variation and thus the potential for social conflict between interacting cells. Ten M. xanthus fruiting bodies isolated from soil were surveyed for variation in multiple social phenotypes and genetic loci, and patterns of diversity within and across fruiting body groups were examined. Eight of the 10 fruiting bodies were found to be internally diverse, with four exhibiting significant variation in social swarming phenotypes and five harboring large variation in the number of spores produced by member clones in pure culture. However, genetic variation within fruiting bodies was much lower than across fruiting bodies, suggesting that migration across even spatially proximate groups is limited relative to mutational generation of persisting endemic diversity. Our results simultaneously highlight the potential for social conflict within Myxococcus social groups and the possibility of social coevolution among diverse related lineages that are clustered in space and cotransmitted across generations.
bacterial population structure | micro-scale variation S ocial evolution research seeks to explain the origin, maintenance, and diversification of both cooperative and competitive social traits. This goal requires understanding the character of social environments that mediate selection on these traits. The distribution of behavioral and genetic diversity within and across groups of social animals has received much attention (1) (2) (3) . In contrast, relatively little is known about the structure of diversity among natural groups of social microbes (4-10). However, detailed knowledge of group composition is necessary for understanding the roles of mutation, migration, lateral gene transfer, genetic drift, and various forms of selection in shaping the evolution of social microbes in natural habitats.
Microbes engage in a wide range of social behaviors, both cooperative and antagonistic, that affect the evolutionary fitness of others (11) (12) (13) . Some of the most biologically complex forms of prokaryotic cooperation occur in the myxobacteria (order Myxococcales, δ-proteobacteria), which are best known for social development of multicellular, spore-bearing fruiting bodies in response to starvation (14) . In particular, the predatory soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus has become a model organism for the study of microbial sociality, including cooperative motility (15) , social predation (16) and fruiting body formation (14) , and its population biology (17) .
M. xanthus cells swarm in a coordinated manner through soil habitats in cohesive groups using two genetically distinct motility systems, one of which is obligately social [type IV pili-driven "Smotility" (15, 18) ] and one of which allows individual cell movement ("A-motility") (19, 20) . Swarms of M. xanthus in the soil kill and lyse prey cells of other microbial species with secreted antibiotics and lytic enzymes (21) . Upon starvation, swarming cells aggregate and develop into multicellular fruiting bodies (14) . In these fruiting body aggregates a minority of cells convert to metabolically quiescent spores, whereas many other cells within the fruiting body lyse, possibly to the benefit of sporulating cells (22) . The precise advantages of sporulation within fruiting bodies are unknown, although several hypotheses have been proposed, including enhanced dispersal, increased germination and/or growth rates in high-density groups, and protection from predation and/or environmental insults (summarized in greater detail in ref. 17) . Here "fruiting body group" and "group" generally refer to either all cells that compose a particular fruiting body or a set of laboratory strains isolated from the same fruiting body.
Although bacterial growth by binary fission in structured habitats inherently generates clonal cell pockets (23) , cell groups forming Myxococcus fruiting bodies are not expected to be entirely clonal owing to mutation. The M. xanthus genome is large [>9 Mb (24) ] and fruiting bodies are thought to be constructed by ≈100,000 cells (14) . If the mean M. xanthus mutation rate is roughly similar to that of Escherichia coli [≈5.4 × 10 −10 per base pair per generation in one estimate (25) ], any given fruiting body should contain at least dozens of mutational variants, even if the entire fruiting body group originated from a single cell. Although most mutations are deleterious (26) and are lost by selection or genetic drift, a small minority will persist and rise to high frequency either because they confer a selective advantage or nonadaptively by hitchhiking (27) or genetic drift (28) . Persisting mutants might be socially defective cheaters that increase owing to a frequency-dependent advantage within groups (29) (30) (31) (32) . Alternatively, such mutants may be socially proficient strains that outcompete dominant genotypes owing to increased intrinsic fitness (33) or the ability to socially exploit majority genotypes (34) (35) (36) . Assessing the degree to which such persisting mutants migrate across social groups-within which cells interact during motility, predation, and development-is critical for understanding social evolution in the myxobacteria.
If intergroup migration is low, within-group diversity should derive primarily from endemic mutation and be lower than diversity across groups. In this scenario, relatedness values for social loci among interacting variants may often be high, thus promoting the maintenance of cooperation by kin selection (37) (38) (39) . Under low migration, cotransmission of within-group social diversity across generations will be high (40, 41) , and lineages that repeatedly and preferentially interact may coevolve to reduce within-group conflict. Even if spatially proximate, distinct lineage groups among which migration is low may diversify via differential trajectories of adaptation and drift.
Previous work has indicated that some M. xanthus genotypes disperse far, despite the overall differentiation of meter-scale populations isolated by distance across large spatial scales [e.g., >2,000 km (8)]. Across smaller scales (<300 km), local meterscale populations were not differentiated at the genetic loci examined, and dispersal appears to be extensive (8) . In another study, the spatial distribution of diverse multi-locus genotypes among 78 cm-scale isolates did not appear to be significantly clustered, consistent with the possibility of extensive intergroup migration at this scale (7) . However, near the cellular (μm) scale, genetic variation in natural M. xanthus populations must be nonrandomly distributed due to the nature of bacterial colony growth by asexual binary fission in viscous environments (23) . Further work is required to better resolve patterns of genetic structure and degrees of dispersal and intergroup migration across a wide range of spatial scales.
A high level of phenotypic and genetic diversity has been documented among cm-scale M. xanthus isolates (7, 36, (42) (43) (44) (45) , despite the fact that genetic diversity at this scale was found to be much lower than at only slightly larger sampling scales (8) . For example, genetically similar centimeter-scale isolates were found to show extremely divergent competitive abilities during fruiting body development in forcibly mixed pairings (36) . However, the degree to which such diverse clones migrate across fruiting body-forming groups-either passively or by active motility-has remained unclear. In Myxococcus, cell-cell adhesion (46) and territorial kin discrimination (36) may limit intergroup migration.
Using a new collection of natural isolates, here we have tested whether diverse social phenotypes coexist within the most discrete social unit of the Myxococcus life cycle, the fruiting body group. We then tested for group-level structure in genetic and phenotypic diversity to discriminate between scenarios of low vs. high migration among social groups residing in forest soils. Ten natural fruiting body groups were harvested from soil collected at three Indiana woodland locations separated by several kilometers. Fruiting bodies from a given km-scale location originated from cm-scale (MC fruiting bodies; see SI Methods) or m-scale (GH and KF fruiting bodies, see SI Methods) sites along sample transects. Forty-eight clones were independently isolated from each fruiting body and screened for diversity at several genetic loci Table S1 . and in several social phenotypes during group swarming and fruiting body development. Patterns of diversity within and across fruiting body groups were then analyzed. Detailed descriptions of the methods used can be found in SI Methods.
Results
Variation in Swarming Phenotypes. Myxococcus group swarming on soft agar is a social trait that is driven by the type IV pili-based Smotility system in standard laboratory strains (47) . Natural fruiting body groups, each represented by 48 clones, varied significantly in their mean swarming rate on soft agar (Fig. 1A and  Table S1 ; Kruskal-Wallis test: P < 0.001). This result is consistent with previous work that documented extensive variation in softagar swarming among other natural isolates (45) .
Seven fruiting bodies did not exhibit significant within-group variation in swarming rate according to Kruskal-Wallis tests (P > 0.05), but two of these groups included stark variation in another visual phenotype (colony color in fruiting body GH5.1.9 and degree of cell-cell adhesion in MC3.3.5). (Phenotypic variation for traits other than swarming rate during soft-agar motility assays is summarized in Table S2 .) Moreover, although swarming rate variation within GH5.1.9 was not quite significant according to the Kruskal-Wallis test (P = 0.08), comparison of the mean swarming rates of the two color types revealed an extremely significant difference (yellow vs. orange, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0.001).
Three fruiting bodies (KF3.2.8, KF4.3.9, and MC3.5.9) harbored clones exhibiting significant within-group variation in soft-agar swarming rate according to Kruskal Wallis tests (Figs. 1 B-D and 2; P < 0.001 in all cases). Among KF3.2.8 clones, k-means clustering into two groups reveals one majority rate phenotype [mean cluster swarming rate 5.63 mm/d; 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.23] and a faster minority type (mean cluster swarming rate = 6.32 mm/ d; 95% CI = 0.3) (Fig. 1B) . Post hoc testing revealed a significant difference between the swarming rates of those phenotype clusters (Wilcoxon rank sum test on cluster means, P < 0.001), suggesting that they represent two distinct motility genotypes.
Cluster analysis of the other two fruiting bodies with significant variation among clones (KF4.3.9 and MC3.5.9; Fig. 1 C and D) suggested the existence of three swarming rate phenotype classes in each group. The KF4.3.9 fruiting body is characterized by a fast majority type (mean cluster swarming rate 5.54 mm/d, 95% CI = 0.37) and two slower minority variants ( Fig. 1C) (mean cluster swarming rates of 4.89 and 2.85 mm/d, respectively; 95% CI = 0.54 and 0.16, respectively). In contrast, the MC3.5.9 clones grouped into a majority phenotype with an intermediate swarming rate (mean cluster swarming rate 4.15, 95% CI = 0.47) as well as faster and slower minority types ( Fig. 1D ) (mean cluster swarming rates of 7.14 and 2.94 mm/d, respectively; 95% CI = 0.49 and 0.31, respectively). Post hoc testing revealed that the mean swarming rates among the clusters within both KF4.3.9 and MC3.5.9 differ significantly (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests of all possible within-fruiting-body combinations of cluster means: P < 0.001 in all cases). In two cases, withingroup variation in swarming rate was accompanied by variation in one or more additional phenotypes (colony color in KF4.3.9 and colony swarm pattern, color, opacity and degree of cell-cell adhesion in MC3.5.9; Fig. 2 , Table 1, and Table S2 ).
Variation in Spore Production. Fruiting body groups, each represented by a subset of the 48 clones per fruiting body examined for motility, varied significantly in their mean levels of spore production ( Fig. 3A and Table S3 ; Kruskal Wallis-test: P < 0.001). This result is consistent with previous work that documented extensive variation in several developmental phenotypes among natural M. xanthus isolates (34, 36, 42, 48) .
Five of the 10 fruiting body groups examined were found to harbor significant within-group variation in spore production ( Fig. 3 B-D and Table S3 ). In all five cases clones that sporulated poorly were in the minority. Spore production by the lowest sporulator within each of these five groups ranged from ≈10-fold below the level of the dominant phenotype cluster (MC3.3.5; Fig.  3C ) to complete inability to produce viable spores (MC3.5.9; Fig.  3D ). The isolates from fruiting bodies that harbored variation in spore production clustered into two distinct groups within each respective fruiting body by k-means cluster algorithms based on the criteria described in Methods. In two cases (GH5.1.9 and KF5.4.6), post hoc tests to compare cluster means were not possible because one cluster contained only a single clone. In the three remaining groups, the differences in spore production between the two clusters were either highly significant (KF4.3.9 and MC3.5.9; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0.001 in both cases) or marginally nonsignificant (MC3.3.5; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P = 0.09).
Sporulation efficiency correlated significantly with swarming rate across all clones from all sampling locations (Spearman's rank correlation ρ: S = 3758, ρ = 0.56, P < 0.001).
Genetic Structure of Fruiting Body Groups. All clones assayed for spore production were screened for genotypic variation within ≈500 base pair windows of six loci that contain above-average levels of variation among the laboratory strain DK1622 (49) and two M. xanthus isolates from Tübingen, Germany [A23 and A47 (7)]. Genetic variation within fruiting body groups was found to be extremely low relative to variation across fruiting bodies. Seven pilA alleles were found across all clones (Table 1) , but only five of the 10 fruiting bodies harbored pilA polymorphisms, and no more than two pilA alleles were present in any fruiting body group. Each of the five other loci was highly polymorphic across fruiting bodies, with either six or seven alleles detected at each locus (Table 1) . However, only one of these loci was found to vary among clones from the same fruiting body, in which instance a minority allele of Mxan_0533 was present in one clone of fruiting body MC3.3.5.
The vast majority of within-group phenotypic variation for swarming rate and spore production occurred between clones that are genetically identical at all (most cases) or most (a minority of cases) of the six loci examined (e.g., the swarming variants within fruiting body KF3.2.8 share the same alleles) ( Table 1) .
Phylogenetic Relationships. An unrooted maximum-likelihood tree and a Baysian inference tree were constructed with a sequence concatemer of the five loci other than pilA (Fig. S1 ). Both phylograms had similar topologies. Only one of the KF haplotypes (4.3.9) was found to group within the highly supported clade containing all of the GH and MC location haplotypes, with the KF5.4.6, KF2.4.9, and KF3.2.8 haplotypes branching more deeply. As reflected by this deep branching pattern, the KF3.2.8, (Table 1 ). KF3.2.8 is most similar to the laboratory strain DK1622 (24, 49) .
Control for a Laboratory Origin of Minority Phenotypes. We tested whether the phenotypic variation demonstrated among isolated clones might have arisen during growth in the laboratory rather than in natural populations before soil collection. We examined four clones isolated from a fruiting body group (MC3.5.9) that exhibited a high degree of variation in both swarming rate and spore production. Specifically, we tested whether cultures from these four clones subjected to development and growth regimes similar to those experienced by the original fruiting body culture would generate an array of diverse phenotypes similar to that found among the 48 original MC3.5.9 clones. After cultures derived from these four clones had undergone development, heat, and sonication treatment and subsequent growth in CTT liquid, 48 clones were randomly selected from each culture after dilution plating and were screened for variation in swarming rate and fruiting body morphology. No significant variation was observed in either of these traits within any of the four clone sets, suggesting that the phenotypic variation documented here arose before fruiting body isolation.
Discussion
The genetic and social diversity pervading natural Myxococcus populations is highly structured across local social groups within which cooperative-and likely antagonistic-interactions occur. This study and others have together shown that representatives of distinct but spatially proximate fruiting body groups vary starkly in social motility (Fig. 1A) (45) and several developmental phenotypes, including spore production (Fig. 3A) , the rate of development, responsiveness to nutrient depletion in triggering development (42) , and competitiveness in forced isolate pairings (36). Here we have now also shown that pronounced social variation is present at high frequencies within many natural fruiting bodies-indeed within a majority of those fruiting bodies sampled here. Thus, diversity within fruiting bodies is high despite the fact that it was found to be much lower than diversity among fruiting bodies (Table 1 and Fig. S1 ). These results indicate that single clone isolates are likely to misrepresent the social phenotypes of other members of the groups from which they are isolated.
Possible Laboratory Effects. Control experiments strongly suggest that phenotypic variants isolated from the same fruiting body were already present at substantial frequencies in natural groups before sampling and did not arise in laboratory cultures. However, our data do not necessarily reflect accurately the frequencies of these variants in the soil at the time of sampling owing to possible variation in growth rate under laboratory conditions. Natural isolates of bacteria might vary in their degree of "preadaptation" to laboratory conditions (50) , and some degree of phenotypic variation may be specific to laboratory settings. Nonetheless, it is plausible that the large trait differences documented here reflect heritable variation that is also manifested during motility and/or development in natural habitats.
Phase Variation. The patterns of variation among fruiting body group-mates documented here are not explicable by a previously documented form of "phase variation" in M. xanthus. In phase variation, bacterial cells switch between discrete phenotypic states at much higher rates than would be generated by the genome-wide average mutation rate (51) (52) (53) . In M. xanthus laboratory strain DK1622, color phase variation occurs in which ≈1% of cells derived from a yellow colony grow into tan colonies, whereas ≈25% of cells from a tan colony grow into yellow colonies (52) . Although it has been suggested that tan and yellow Qualitative phenotype categories and allelic states at sequenced loci are shown for several clonal isolates from each fruiting body, including all clones that exhibited clear minority phenotypes for swarming and/or development. Distinct alleles at each locus are distinguished by unique number-color combinations (with numbers shown for only one representative of each allele). "Fast" and "Slow" designate individuals with minority swarming phenotypes in a given fruiting body, and "Low" designates individuals within low spore production clusters as identified by k-means cluster analysis (Methods). Colony color phenotypes are also indicated (y, yellow; o, orange; t, tan). cells may have different functional roles during development (53), the genetic basis and population-level effects of M. xanthus phase variation remain poorly understood.
Most minority variants in swarming rate and sporulation among our fruiting body isolates did not exhibit minority color phenotypes ( Table 1 ). The one exception is that all seven clones identified as having both unusually slow swarming and unusually low sporulation within their two respective fruiting body groups (KF4.3.9 and MC3.5.9) grew as tan colonies rather than as the majority yellow phenotype (Table 1) . However, group-mates among these seven clones varied significantly in both swarming rate ( Fig. 1 C and D and Table S1 ) and spore production ( Fig. 3 B and D and Table S3 ), indicating that even these variants do not represent simple dual-state phase variation.
We screened 48 colonies derived from each of four clones isolated from the most internally diverse fruiting body, MC3.5.9. Three of the four parental clones (c6, c16, and c24) were yellow, and one was tan (c29). None of the 48 colonies derived from the tan clone were yellow, as would be expected for ≈25% of colonies under DK1622-like phase variation. Among these four clones only one instance of apparent phase variation was observed. In that case, the biphasic diversity observed differed dramatically both from the patterns of diversity documented among our original fruiting body isolates and from DK1622 phase variation. Colonies derived from isolate MC3.5.9c6 showed two clearly distinguishable phenotypes of colony opacity during social swarming. Importantly, cultures derived from colonies of both opacity types form robust fruiting bodies and do not vary significantly in swarming rate. This limitation of variation among MC3.5.9c6 cells to colony opacity contrasts starkly with the variation observed among the original isolates from fruiting body MC3.5.9, which did not include similar variation in colony opacity but did include three distinct swarming-rate clusters and clones with severe developmental deficiencies. Colonies derived from the other three parental clones selected for the control experiments showed no variation for any visual phenotype. Thus, exhibition of phase variation is itself yet another phenotype that seems to vary among closely related group mates within natural fruiting bodies. Table S3 .
Endemic Variation. Our results show that much of the detectable diversity within natural Myxococcus social groups derives from endemic mutation rather than intergroup migration. Here we consider migration to be the combination of dispersal to a new location and physical immigration into a new social group at that location. Five fruiting bodies, including the most phenotypically diverse one (MC3.5.9), contained only a single haplotype for all six loci sequenced here. Another four were polymorphic only at the pilA locus, with just two alleles present in each case. Only one fruiting body was polymorphic at more than one locus (MC3.3.5, polymorphic at pilA and Mxan_0533). In contrast, in almost all pairwise comparisons of fruiting body groups, the dominant sixlocus haplotypes from the paired groups differed at most loci. The sole exceptional comparison is between MC3.3.5 and MC3.5.9, which share identical majority haplotypes. However, genetic variation seems to be structured even across these two fruiting bodies that were isolated at the centimeter scale because variants with similar phenotype profiles are represented by multiple clones within each fruiting body group but are absent from the other ( Table 1) .
In contrast to patterns revealing endemic variation, the occurrence of some alleles that are shared by clones from multiple fruiting bodies isolated from different locations is consistent with some degree of recombination across groups and populations, possibly mediated by phage transduction (54) . Such patterns are not unexpected in light of previous evidence for horizontal gene transfer in Myxococcus populations (7, 8, 55) .
Migration. Our data suggest that the rate at which Myxococcus social variants arise by mutation and subsequently increase to detectable frequencies within their natal groups is high relative to the rate at which variants migrate into "foreign" groups and subsequently persist. The among-group migration rate will greatly affect the relative importance of within-vs. among-group selection (56) in determining the fate of new mutations in social genes. Low migration will promote spatiotemporal clustering of genetically similar lineages [i.e., high relatedness within groups (5, 37, 57)], high cotransmission of social diversity across generations (41) , and the among-group component of selection in multilevel selection models of social evolution (56) .
Biological traits that affect migration rate are thus likely to influence how cooperation is maintained in a metapopulation and the evolutionary forces causing socially proficient genotypes to diversify. In Myxococcus, most cells are highly cohesive owing to the production of cell-surface adhesins, which should hinder emigration away from natal kin groups. Moreover, kin discrimination mechanisms that hinder immigration (58) by members of neighboring groups appear to be pervasive in natural M. xanthus populations. This inference derives from experiments in which neighboring swarms of genetically very similar cm-scale isolates failed to merge on agar plates for most pairings (36) (Fig. 4) . Cooperation benefits buttressed by low migration may thus contribute to selection for cell-cell adhesion and territorial kin discrimination.
Limitation of Socially Defective Cheaters. Cheater strains with social defects in clonal groups that can exploit cooperative genotypes in mixed groups during Myxococcus development readily appear by mutation in laboratory populations (32) . When rare, these cheaters have a within-group advantage over cooperators but lose that advantage and impose cheating load (i.e., reduce group productivity) (12) when they reach high frequencies (29, 32) . Many isolates described here exhibit low spore production (e.g., MC3.5.9c29; Fig. 3D ) and/or slow swarming (e.g., KF4.3.9c1; Fig. 1C and Table S3 ). These clones may represent cheaters of natural origin that defect from "fair" production levels for a social compound required for development or social motility but exploit others who produce more of that compound. Alternatively, socially deficient strains may be present owing to genetic drift or selection on some trait other than the socially defective one.
Only mutations creating socially defective cheaters that have an advantage within a group across an organism's entire life cycle will increase substantially within groups. The mutation rate to cheaters that have such a net within-group advantage (at least when rare) remains unknown. Pleiotropy may limit this mutation rate (58, 59) . Cheater mutations that are net beneficial within groups may nonetheless be net deleterious across groups in a larger metapopulation owing to among-group selection mediated by cheater load (17, 29, 32, 57) and promoted by limited migration (Fig. 4) .
The mutation rate to socially defective cheating alleles that are net beneficial within groups might be lower than the rate at which such alleles are lost from a metapopulation owing to their net deleterious effect at the among-group level. In this scenario, the overall frequency of socially defective cheaters in a metapopulation should be determined by the relative magnitude of (36) . Overlapping circles represent lack of KD between highly similar, but nonetheless genetically distinct, social groups. Multicolored circles represent kin-group fragmentation (see text). Small circles with a black sector represent cheater-infected groups burdened by cheater load (17, 29, 32) . Distinct color ranges across left vs. right panels represent population differentiation across large spatial scales due to isolation by distance (IBD) (8) . The arrow at Left represents establishment of a new clonal group by clonal emigration.
that mutation rate and the strength of among-group selection against the spectrum of cheaters that arise by mutation (60, 61) . Alternatively, if the combination of mutation rate to socially defective cheaters and intergroup cheater migration is sufficiently high relative to the rate of cheater loss via among-group selection, all social groups in a metapopulation could become infected by cheaters. Four of the 10 Myxococcus fruiting body groups examined here did not harbor variation in spore production or social swarming at frequencies above our detection limits, suggesting that these groups did not harbor cheaters at the time they were sampled. This result is consistent with (but not demonstrative of) the possibility that socially defective cheater frequencies in natural Myxococcus populations are largely determined by "kin selection-mutation balance" (61) , with kin selection in this scenario being mediated by selection among spatially structured kin groups.
Coevolution. High cotransmission of within-group diversity across generations aligns the evolutionary interests of clustered lineages (40, 41) . Under low migration, diverse lineages that repeatedly and preferentially interact may coevolve to reduce conflict (62) (63) (64) and chimeric load (i.e., reduced group productivity caused by within-group diversity). Cheating load is one form of chimeric load. If coevolution within cheater-infected groups proceeds rapidly relative to the rate of cheater loss by among-group selection, immunity to socially defective cheaters and policing behaviors that suppress them may evolve, as has occurred in experimental populations (65) (66) (67) . Indeed, cheaters themselves may reevolve proficiency at cooperation by novel genetic routes (66) and thereby perhaps reach new cooperation fitness peaks (68) not accessible to noncheaters.
Clusters of socially cotransmitted lineages may also coevolve to reduce chimeric load generated by behavioral incongruities among interacting strains that are each socially proficient in clonal groups (34, 36, 69) . Cotransmitted lineages might even coevolve to perform distinct mutually beneficial functions that raise cooperative group productivity beyond that achievable by clonal groups. Unique trajectories of coevolution among clusters of cotransmitted lineages may promote diversification across kin groups.
Regeneration of Clonality. New clonal groups can be established by clonal emigration from an internally diverse group (Fig. 4) (58) or by local selective sweeps of adaptive mutants that purge variation from an existing kin group (70) . Alternatively, new kin discrimination alleles might arise by mutations that generate biological barriers to migration across clonal cell patches (23) and thereby fragment a preexisting group into multiple kin discrimination units (Fig. 4) . The rate at which clonal groups of cooperative genotypes are freshly established (or reestablished) is unknown but is an important parameter for understanding cheater-cooperator population dynamics.
What Maintains Diversity Within and Between Groups? Natural variation in M. xanthus social traits documented here and previously (42-45) may be nonadaptive and may have reached detectable frequencies by genetic drift or hitchhiking (27) or might reflect pleiotropic byproducts of evolutionary adaptation at some alternative trait. For example, even variation that causes large fitness differences during laboratory developmental competition experiments (34) (35) (36) 71) need not have been shaped by selection for within-group competitiveness during development. Indeed, the strongest developmental cheaters yet identified in M. xanthus originated in a selective regime in which evolving populations never underwent development (32, 72) . Alternatively, selective sweeps may be driving some observed variants to fixation. Finally, Myxococcus social diversity may be maintained by various forms of balancing selection.
Within kin groups, frequency-dependent selection might maintain both cooperators and socially defective cheaters (32) or multiple genotypes that mutually benefit one another owing to differential expression of cooperative traits (66) . Within-group diversity might also be promoted by specialized performance among genotypes across variable environmental conditions [e.g., surface conditions (45, 47, 73) , prey composition (44), etc.]. Across kin groups, balancing selection might take the form of kin-group specialization to different microhabitats or nontransitive fitness relationships (74) during competitive interactions, such as the production of anticompetitor compounds (75) by adjacent kin groups.
The extensive diversity within natural Myxococcus social groups documented here suggests that within-group conflict is likely to play a major role in myxobacterial social evolution. Migration among kin groups seems to be low relative to the rate at which persisting variants arise by mutation and coevolution among socially cotransmitted Myxococcus lineages is likely to occur. The relative roles that the fundamental forces of evolution-mutation, distinct forms of selection, migration, genetic drift, and recombination-play in shaping natural social variation in the myxobacteria remain to be quantified. Doing so will require estimation of mutation rates, identification of loci and alleles responsible for observed social variation, screening for population genetic signatures of distinct evolutionary forces, and characterization of fitness relationships among social interactants under conditions relevant to natural habitats.
Methods
Greater detail is provided in SI Methods. Fruiting bodies were isolated from soil samples collected at forested locations near Bloomington, Indiana in a hierarchical sample design (five 2-cm scale sample sites at each of five 10-m scale sites at each of three 10-km scale sites). M. xanthus cultures initiated with whole fruiting bodies were stored frozen, as were cultures derived from 48 individual clones isolated from each fruiting body. Phenotype and genetic analyses focused on clones isolated from 10 fruiting bodies representing all three 10-km scale sites. Swarming rate on soft agar medium was measured for all isolated clones, and spore productivity was measured for five or more clones from each fruiting body. Sequences from six genetic loci known to be highly polymorphic from previous M. xanthus genome comparisons were used to classify strains by their multilocus genotype (Table 1) and construct maximum-likelihood and Baysian inference phylograms of all distinct genotypes (Fig. S1 ).
